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TESTsINTHE~S4~'BP~OT~~LOFANA~LANE 

CONFIGORATION KITH AN ASPECT RATIO 2 TRIANGUUR WING 

AND AN A~OVABLE EORIZON!KL TAIL - 

LONGITODINAL CEUUK!TE%STICS 

ByDavid Gratiandavid G. Koenig 

. 
An investigation has been lnade to determine the effect of &z1 all- 

movable horizontal tail on the low-speed lm&tudinal characteristics 
of a triangulardingafrplane. The model consisted of a triangular wing 
of aspect ratio 2 in ccm&ination with a fuselage of fineness ratio 12.5; 

I a. thin, triangular, vertical tail; and a thin, unswept, all-movable hor- 
L izontal tail. The wing had an NACA 0005 Modified section and was equipped 

with partiaLspan, slotted, trailing-e flaps, Tests were made with the 
horizontal tail at each of thee-vertical distances above the wing chordI 
ptie (0, 0.25, and 0.50 wing semispan) at me lmgitudinal distance 
behind the wing. TheReynolds n~r,based'orn'thewing~aerodgnami~ 
chord, was approximtely 14.6 X lo6 and the Mach number was 0.13. 

The results of the tests of the mcdel with the horizcmtal tail at 
each of the three vertical positions indicated that from a standpoint of 
longitudinal stability the most desirable position of those tested would 
bethatinthe extendedwingdhordplane. Downwash studies show that 
destabilizing aerodynamic-center varfatims, obtained with the tail in 
either of the other two positions, are the result of the downwash varia- 
ticms with angle of attack. Further tests to investigate the trim 
characteristics of the model with the horizontal tail fs the extended 
wing-chordplane imdicated that gliding speeds at a givenwinglcading 
calculated for air-planes with and without a horizontal tail were/ for 
corawable attitude and static margtis, Iowerforthe a-lane yitha 
horizontal tail. 

I INTRODUCI?ICBl 

f Pheoreticalandexperimental studies showthatanairplanewitha 
lo+aspeotiatio triangQr wing would have desirable characteristics 
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for flight at moderate supersonic speeds. At low speeds, however, the 
triangular wing has severalundesfrable characteristics which if not over- 
come will limit its use. These undesirable characteristics include low 
lift-drag ratios and high angles of attack at lllaximum lift coefficients. 
Thus anairplane utilizinga triangularwfngwould have highsinkingsnd 
landing speeds and abnormally high landing attitudes. 

. 

The foregoing consideraticms have neglected the problem of trim. 
Because of the characteristics of a triangular +.g, trim can be obtgLined 
by the use of trailing-edge flaps (tailless airplane) as well as by other 
Means such a6 8 conventional horizontal tail. The tailless design, how- 
ever, further aggravates the low-peed problems associated with the use 
of 8. triangular wing. This is indicated by the data of reference 1 which 
show that the negative flap deflections required to trim the airplane j 
Increase both the drag and angle of attack &any given lift coefffcient. 
In contrast, reference lalso shows that, at a given lift coefficfent,, a 
reductim in both drag and angle of attack can be obtafned by use of pos- 
itive flap deflecticms. Use of the trailing-edge flaps as 8 lift- 
producing device, however, would necessitate the use of a trimming device 
such as an all-movable horizontal tail, 

In order to protide information on the low-speed characteristics of 
a triangular--wing airplane with a horizontal tail, an investigation was. 
made in the Ames &L by &--foot wind tunnel. The model used in the 
investigation consisted of a thin, lowdspect-ratio, triangular wing with 
partial-epan, slotted, trailingddge flaps; 8 high-fineness-ratio fuselage; 
a thin vertical tin of triangular plan form; and 8 thin, unswept horizon- 
tal tail, The plan form of the horizontal tail was made identical, and 
the airfofl section similar, to that of the wing the characteristics of 
which, throughout the subsonic Mach nuniber range, are reported in refer- 
ence 2. The choice of plan form was dictated by the following considera- 
tions: An all-movable horizontal tail was chosen from a consideration of 
stability and control. The use of a triangular, al&movable tail was 
eliminated because of gecxnetry (i.e., large root chord), while the use of 
an allavable, swept tail was eliminated as a result of 8 consideratfan 
of cc&r01 moments. Hence, the unswept tail with 8 supersonic-type air- 
foil SeCtif3.I w&s chosen. The horizontal tail was located at each of three 
vertical positfons tith respect to the wfne;-chord plane at a fixed langi- 
tudinal position of the tail. Reported herein are the longitudi=l sta- 
bility and control characteristics of the various model cdigurations. 

NOTATION 

a free-stream angle of attack with reference to the wing-chord plane, 
degrees 

. 

. 

. 
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wing spa, feet 

wing chord, measured mrallel to wing center line, feet 

mean aerodynamic chord of wing, measured prallel to wing center 

line feet 

drag coefficient 

lift coefficient L 
0 ss 

pitching-moment coefficient -5 
( > qsc 
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total drag, pounds 

flap de~ectian,~uredperpendiculartohinge line,degrees 

1oc81d ownwash angle, degrees 

av-erage effectfve dovnw8sh angle, degrees 

horizontal-tail incidence relatfve to the wing-chord plane, degrees 

distance from center of gravity to pivot line of horizontal tail, 
feet 

total lift, pounds 

lift-drag ratio 

totalpitchingmomentaboutthe center of gravitg, foot-pounds 

free-stream dynamk pressure, pounds per square foot 

local dy33amic pressure, pounds per sq.uare foot 

Ha3 a-Y square feet 
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horizontal-~11 area, square feet 

gliding speed, miles perhour 

sinking speed, feet per se&d 

c lungitudinal distance of the center of gravity aft of p feet 

lateral coordinate perpendicular to plane of symmetry, feet 

vertical coordinate perpendicular to wing chord plane, feet 

A-three-view drawing of the model is shown fn figure 1 and figure 2 
is a photograph of the modeliathe Ames 4Sby &5U-footwindtunnel. 
The pertinent dimensional data are presented in table I and figure 1. 

c 

. 

The Wing Of the model had an 8Spedt ratio-Of 2. The airf&.l sec- 
tions parallel to ths model center line were modified EACA 0005 secticms. 
The modificatfan consisted of fairing the secti& from the @-percent- 
chord statian to the trailing edge by straight lines. Coordinates of the 
section are listed in table II. The wing was equipped with partial-span, 
constant-~rcent-chord, slotted flaps. Dimension of the flaps are pres- 
ented in figure 3(a) asd the path of travel of the flap when it was 
deflected is shown in figure 3(b). 

The f'uselage was of circular cross section asd had a fineness ratio 
of 12.5. Coordinates for the fuselage are presented in table III. 

The vertical tail had a plan form th8t was simflar to the semi-plan 
fcXrmofthe wing. The airfoil sections prtillel to the-model center line 
were the modified NACA 0005 sections. The location of the vertical tail 
relative to the wing is shv in figure 1. 

The all-movable h;oriz~tal tail ~8s of unswept plan form and had a 
modified d1a~cm.d sectian. The original diamond section of Y.&percent 
thicknese ~8s modified by rounding the Ir&%Xi-thickness ridge using 8 
r8diUS of curvature of 4.48 chord; the resulting section had a =imum 
thiclmess of 4.2-percent chord. Ths three positions of the horizontal 
tail used were, namely,.a low, middle, asd high position as sham in 
figure 1. The tail was pivoted about a line connecting the leading 
edges of the tip secticms. In the low positia, the horizontal tail was 
mounted on the fuselage with its pivot line in the extended chord plane 
02 the wing. In the middle and high positians, the horizontal tail was 
mounted on the vertica-1 tail with the pivot line located vertically at 
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approximtely2+and 50-percentwingsemispanabove the wing-chordplam, 
respectively. The longitudinal location was the same for all three tail 
positions. (See fig. 1.) W same tail-surface panels were used. for the 
three positions. Consequently, the tail aspect ratio was larger with the 
tail at the low positian than at the other two positions (4.4 and 4.0, 
respectively). 

Force and mament data were obtained for the model with t.be horizan- 
tal tafl at each of the three positians and with the horizontal tail off. 
The tail was set at O" and at -6O incidence at each of the three tail 
positions. All tests were made at zero sideslip. Flap deflections 
of O" and 40° were used. 

The tests were made through an angl-fdttack range of -lo to 26O, 
except for tests with the horizontal tail in the high position where the 
angle of attack was limited to a maximum of 18O due to structural limita- 
tions of the model. 

Additional tests were lnade with the tail at the low position in 
order to determfne the longitudinal trim characteristics of the model. 
Data were obtained for a range of horizontal-tail incidences from +l" 
through -100 for flap deflecticxns of O" and 400 , and for tail incidences 
of O" and -loo for flap deflectiane of loo, 20°, and 30°. 

The Reynolds number of the tests uas 14.6 milli= based on the mean 
aerodynamic chord of the wing. The dynamic pressure was approxinrately 
25 pounds per square foot and the B&ch nu&er was 0.13. 

The results of the tests with the horizmtal tail at each of the 
three vertical positiacu and with the tail off are presented in figure 4. 
Ffgure 5 ptisents a qmgariscm of the pitchfngaoment curves foi- the model 
with the tail at each of thb three vertical positions, flaps undeflected, 
and tail incidence zero. In order to facilitate the discussion, the 
pitching-mamsnt data are referred to center--of-grrtvity locatims for which 

d%l a value of - 
( > 

of 4.06,was obtained for each horizontal-tail 
dCL cp3 

positian when the trailingedge fJaps and the horizontal-tail were 
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undeflected. These center-of-gravity positiona are 0,42G, 0.464F, and 
0.316F far the low, middle, and high positicms of the tail, respectively. 
The pitching-mamsnt data for the tail-off configuration are referred to 
each of the three center-of+ravLty positlane for comparison with the 
data for the three tail-on ccmflgurations. 

. 

" 
.- 

The foregoing data for the conffguratians with the undeflected flaps 
were used to determfne the average effective downwash variation with 
angle of attack at each of the horizontal-tail positians. These down- 
wash data are shown in figure 6(a). The data were obtained by making 
the assumption that, at any given angle of incidence of the tail, when 
the moment of the tai1~111 cdiguration is equal to the moment of the 
tail-off cc&iguratianthe ta.Ildoes not ccmtributetothe moment and 
hence the average angle of flow across the tail is zero. The average 
effective downwash at the tail, at the angle of attack where the tail- 
on and tail-off moment curves intersect, was then obtained by the rela- 
tion 

'av = a + it 

A linear variation of dCm/dit was assumed in order to obtain points of 
intersection for angles of incidence of the tail other than O" and -6o. l 

shown in figures 6(b) and 6(c) are the average effective downwash 
variations with angle of attack behind the wing without a fuselage and 
with undeflected flaps for values of bt-/II = 0.63 aad 0.45, respectively. 
These were determined from a downwaeh survey in which directional pitot- 
static tubes were used to measure the downwash. %ta are presented for 
the three positfans corresponding to those used for the horizontal tail 
and at two intermediate positions. The average effective downwashwas 
determined by use of the following relation: 

2 bt/2 
'av=b s E ds 

t. 

where E was obtained at seven equally spaced intervals along the tafl 
S0miSpEUl. The values of q2/q at the tail positions were not obtained 
during this survey. An Indication of the values of qZ/q for the low 
tail positicxl can be obtained, however, *om the results of a survey of 
the downwash and wake in the extended chord plane of a similar wing 
(reference 3). These result8 indicate a variation of qZ/q from an 
average value of 0.8 at a = 0' to 1.0 at a = lb0 and above. 

- _ 

1 

The results of additional tests made to determine the trim charac- 
teristics of the model with the tail in the low position are shown in 
figure 7. It will be noted that the stability and the trim lift coef- 
ficient (particularly with -10' tail incidence) of the model varied 
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irregularly with increasing flap deflection. The source of this effect 
could not be determined from the available data. The lift anddrag char- 
acteristics of the trimmed configuration, determined from figure 7, are 
showninfigure 8. Curves ofconstantglidingand sinking speeds, cm 
puted for.a wing loading of 30 pounds per square foot, are included. in 
this figure. Also shown in figure 8 are the law-speed lift and drag 
characteristics determined from tests in the Ames bby &foot wind 
tunnel (reference 4) of a tailless airplene having a triangular wing of 
nearly the same aspect ratio as that of the present configuraticxn (2.3 
compared to 2.0). Tlze characteristics of the trimmed tailless airplsne 
were derived from the data shown in figure 9 by,interpolation for a 
series of flap deflections. A static margin of O.O& was also assun& 
for the data of figure 8. 

The data were corrected for wind-tunnel-wall effects and support- 
strut interference. 

Effects of Vertical Location of the Horizcmtal Tail 

The effect of horizontal-tail location on the static longitudinal 
stability of the model is indicated by the data of figure 5. The vari+ 
tion of pitching*oment coefficient with lift coefficient is shown for 
each of the three horizontal-tail configurations with zero trailing- 
edge-flap deflecti- and zero incidence of the tail. These curves are 
representative of the general trend of the pitching-moms nt variations 
for the combinations of trailing-edge-flap deflections end tail incidences 
tested for each of the tail positions. It can be seen that only the ccn- 
figuration with the tail in the lowpositim had a pitching-mcanent varia- 
tion tbt was stable throughout the lift--coefficient range. With the 
tail in the middle position, the made1 was stable through the low lift- 
coefficient range, became unstable through the middle of the lift- 
coefficient range (O.23z forward shift of the aerodynamic center), and 
then returned to mrginal stability at the highest lift coefficients 
obtained during the present tests. With the tail in the high position, 
the model was stable through the low 1ift;coefficient range, then became 
and remained unstable (0.4p forward shift of the aerodynamic center) 
through the remainder of the lift range of these tests. 

These changes in stability were the result of the manner in which 
. the downwash behind the wing varied with angle of attack, as can be seen 

by a ccanrparison of the pitchingaoment curves of figure 5 with the corre- 
~ponding downwash curves of figure 6(a). These downwash variations are 

w substantiated by the survey downwash curves, shown in figure 6(b), since 
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they have nearly the same shape as the corresponding curves determined 
from the force-test data. It can be seen that the changes in stability 
are related to changes in deadda. For instance, with the tail in the 
low positian, the stability of the model began to increase in the angle- 
of-attack range above 50 when deav/du began to decrease. With the tail 
in either the middle or the high positions, the instability of the model 
occurredwhen de v/ &a increased to valuesi 
the two positional respectively. 

greater than 0.8 and 0.7 for 
At an angle of attack of approximately 

200, deav/d.a for the madelwith the tail in the middle position 
decreased to values below 0.8 but, due to a decrease in the stability of 
the tail-off configuration (see fig. 4(b)) at the higher a&es of attack, 
the stability of the ccnnplete model was only marginal. 

These downwash variatim are believed to be a result of the 
separation-vortex type of flow which has been shown to exist on thin tri- 
angular wings (references 3 and 4). Figure10 shows that,as the angle 
of attack is increased, the vortices increase in strength and move inward 
and, relative to any given horizontal-tail position, move upward. It is 
evident that these changes in the vortex pattern will account qualita- 
tively for the c&.nges in deav/& with angle of attack for the various 
tail positions. 

In order to determine what the stability characteristics of the 
model might be with the tail at positians between the low and middle pos- 
ition or with a tail of smaller span thanthat tested, the data obtained 
from the downwash survey (figs. 6(b) end 6(c)) were analyzed further. 
The survey data should be suitable in this respect since, as noted previ- 
ously, for the three positicns investi*ted, the surveydownwashcurves 
of figure 6(b) ha venearlythe same shapeasthe corresponding curves 
determined from the foyc+test data. From the analysis, it was found 
that the downwash variation at a position haBay between the low and 
middle positions would have a variation similar to that which occurred 
at the middle tail position but with more mual c&nge in dsavjdct. 
This can be noted in figure 6(b) in which the d&wash wriatians at two 
intermediate positions 

c b% 
= 023 and 0.38 1 are compared with those 

for the three.other positions. Since- there are no large destabilizing 

variations in dsav/du for a height of Z- 
b/2 

= 0.13, it appears very 

likely that the use of tail positions at or below this height would be 
satisfactory from a low-speed-stability standpoint. As indicated by 
the downwash variation at 

b+ 
= 0.38, a large destabilizing movement of 

'The values of as v/ da which result in instabilities of the mole1 are 
a function of thZ moment-center location. 

. . 

. 
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the aerwc center can be expected for tail positions intermediate 
to the middle and high positions. As shown in figure 6(c), a reduction 
in the am of the horizontal tail to a value of b.& = 0.45 does not 
greatly alter the general variation of the downwash with engle of attack 
for the vertical positions shown. Therefore, the conclusions dram with 
regard to the effect of tail height or stibility for the tail span 
tested can be considered applicable to tails of lesser span, at least to 
the extent ccnsidered in figure 6(c). It is of interest to note that, 
for,either tail span, as the tail height decreased, so did the angle--of- 
attack range throughwhich the value of deav/da produced a destabiliz- 
ing effeot, and hence a decrease should also occur in the lift-coefficient 
range through which the pitching moment due to the tail has sn unstable 
variation. 

Trim Characteristics 

As indicated by the trim characteristics presented in figure 8, the 
triangular+&ng airplane with a horizontal tail should have generally 
better trim lift and drag characteristics than a similar airplane witI+ 
out a tail. As might be expected, higher lift coefficients for a given 
angle of attack can be obtained when a tail is used. For example, at an 
angle of attack 0f-l-6~ the following comparison of lift coefficient for 
trim and gliding and sinking speeds are obtained: 

CONEKURATION *v *v i 
cL (wfb (fa 

Tailless airpla;ne 0.59 140 45 

Airplane with tail, 8f = 4o" 1.04 104 50 

%/S = 30 pounds per 6-e foot. 

It can be seen that, by use of trailing-edge flaps as lift-producing 
devices and an all-movable horizontal tail as a lcngitudinal stabilizer 
and control, a 2&percent lower gliding speed can be realized. The sink- 
fng speed, however, is still quite high. 

. 

The results shown in the foregoing table are based on an assumed 
static margin of 6 percent and a landing attitude of 160 which may have 
unduly penalized the tailless model. Therefore, other conditions should 
be considered for a comparison of the trimmed characteristics of the two 
models. The following table lists values of gliding and sinking speeds 
for the two models with a >-percent static margin for two angles of 
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attack: 

CONFIGuRArIOR 

Tailless, u = 16’ 0.64 134 43 

Tailless; a = 24' -96 107 56 
Airplane with tail, Ef = MO, a = 16' 1.06 102 49 
Airplane with tail, Ef = ho, a = 240 1.44 86 54 

q/s = 30 p-6 per square foot. 

These results show that if low static margins are acceptable and if no 
ground-g10 limitation is placed on the tailless model, then there is 
little to chose between the two from low-speed considerations. Possible 
weight and drag penalties incurred by use of a horizontal tail may 
therefore dictate against its use. Finally, however, it should be noted 
that there is no certainty that optimum flaps were tested on the model .- 
with a tail; hence the possibility remains, for this model, of making , 
substantial improvements through refinements in flap desia. 

The values quoted in the foregoing tables are not.completely indica- ' : 
tive of the landing characteristics, since ground effects were not taken 
into account. As shown in reference 5, v-erg-large ground effects can be 
expected for a lowdspect-ratio triangular wing. Sizable increases in 
both CL and L/D at a given angle of attack were obtained when the 
wing was within a semispanof the ground. These increases in CL and 
L/D would result in decreases in both the gliding and sinking speeds of 
both configurations. No estimation of the ground effect on the effective- 
ness of the slotted-trailing-edge flap can be made at this time but, as 
shown in reference 5, there is a slight increase in flap effectivenes's of 
split flaps on a triangular wing in the presence of the ground. . 

An estimte of the tail incidence necessary to trim the airplane, 
when near the ground, was made in order to determine whether the required 
incidence6 would be excessive. The change in pitching moment obtained 
for the triangular wing with split flaps in the presence of the ground 
(reference 5) was assumed to apply to the wing with the slotted flaps. 
In addition, in order to be conservative, it was assumed that the down- 
wash at the tail is entirely eliminated by the presence of the ground, 
Based on these assuurpticns and a 6-percen.t static.~gin, the required 
incidence of the tail would be 422O when the wing is at an angle of 16O 
with flaps.deflacted 40' and at a distance of one semispan above the 
gr(Ju@. This incidence.is not considered to be excessive. The angle of 
attack of the tail relative to the local stream would be -6O. 

- 

3 

. 
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Another point worthy of note is that, although the theoretical 

induced drag of a wing with aspect ratio 2 is over 15 percent greater 
than the induced drag of 6,n aspect ratio 2.3 wing, the total drag at trim 
lift coefficients above 0.4 of the configuration with the all-movable 
horizontal tail and aspect ratio 2 wing is less than the total drag of 
the tailless airplane with the aspect ratio 2.3 wing, awin 
the cases where a 6-percent statfc margin was chosen. 

tail 
The results of the investigation of the model with the 
at each of the three vertical positions indicated that 

CONCLUDING RIENRKS 

point of longitudinal stability the most desirable position 

referring to 

horizontal 
from a s-tad- 
of those 

tested is that in the extended wing-chord plane. With the tail in this 
position, the model had a stable aerodgnamic-center variation throughout 
the lift range; whereas the model with the tail in either of the two pos- 
itimLs above the chord plane had large destabi&izing variations through 
pa?t or all of the lift range. Downwash studies show the destabilizing 
variations of the aerodynamic center for the model with the tail in 
either of the two positions above the extended wing-chord plane are the 
result of large increases in the rate of change of downwash with angle of 
attackthrougha~rt oftheangle-of-s,ttackrange. The downwash survey 
indicates that the use of a horizontal tail at positions slightly (order 
of 0.1 b/2) above the extended wing-chord plane would also be satisfactory. 

Gliding speeds at a given wing loading calculated for the airplane 
with and without a horizontal tail were, for comparable attitude and static 
margins, lower for the airplane with a horizontal tail. As the allowable 
attitude we8 reduced end/or m.inimum static margin increased the difference 
in gliding epeede became greater. 
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TABLE I.' GEOMIPISIC DATA OF MODEL 

Area.spuarefeet ...................... 3X.5 
Span,fsd ......................... 25.00 
Mean aerodynamic chord, f&t ................ 16.67 
Aspectratio .......................... 2 
Taperratio. .......................... 0 

Fuselage 

Length,feqt ........ . ................ 56.16 
Maximumdiameter, feet ................... 4.49 
Fineness ratio ....................... 12.5 

. 
Vertical tail 

Exposed. area, feet ..................... 52.53 
Aspectratio 
Taper ratio . : 

.... . 
........................................... 

1 
.- .- 0 

Trailing--edge flaps 

Area (total movable), square feet .............. 37.44 
Chord ........................... 0.2084~ 

Eorizontal tail 

Low position 
St -s . i ................... :. .... 0.246 

bt b ........... : ................. 0.738 

2 (c.g. at 0.426) ................... 1.161 

Aspect ratio ...................... .' . 4.4 
Taper.ratio ......................... 0.46 

Middle position 

St . 
s ............. :i .... .-. ....... 0.200 

bt.. .......................... 
b 

0.632 
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!lzABLE I.- coNcmm3D 

NACARMA5lB21 

. 

. 

Horizontal hi1 

Mfddle position 

2 (c.g. at 0.464F) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.123 

Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . ,* . . . . . . . i . . ,- . 4.b 
Taper ratio . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . 0.50 

High position 

St s . ..*....................*.... 0.200 

bt 7 . . . . ..F..................... 0.632 

2. (C.g. at 6.516F). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.071 

Aspect ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0 
Taper ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.50 

. 

. 
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..-Q. 

TABm II.- COORD3XA~OFTEE~~OOO5 ' 
(MODIFZD) SECTION 

station Ordinate 
(percent chord) (percent chord) 

0 0 
1.25 0789 
2.50 1.089 

1o:oo ?"5"0 
1.481 
1.951 1.750 - 

. 15.00 2.228 
20.00 2.391 
25.00 2.476 
30 .oo 2.501 
4o.cxl - 2.419 

67:oo zz 

2.206 

1.902 1.650 
70 .oo 1.500 
80.00 1.000 
90.00 -500 

100.00 0 

L.E. radiue: 0.27ppercsnt chord 
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!IluBiz III.- BODY cooRDmTEs 

[Stations and radii-are in percent 

r 
of the total length. ] 

station 

0 
.625 

1.25 
2.50 
5.00 
7.50 

10.00 
15.00 
20.00 
25 .OO 

'30.00 
35.00 
40.00 
45.00 
50 .oo 

100.00 
iE;5 . 
g:Ci 
9.50 90.00 
85.00 
80.00 
75.00 
70.00 
65.00 
60.00 
55.00 
--- 

T Radllls 

0 
.26 
.42 
-70 

1.15 
1.54 
1.86 
2.41 
2.86 
3.22 

;:72 
. 

Z:," 

NACA RM A5lB21 

. 



Dimensions shown in feef 
UnhSS Otherwise noted 

c.g. Loeotion . 
Tail poaitlon x 

Low P.9.3 
Middle 3.57 
Mgh 4.43 

F@ure /. - Geometric details of the model. 

I 
I 



. 



I 
. 

Pigure2.-Thf3mdelasmoun~&in*Antes 40-byfIO-footwLadtrmnel. ~rlzmaltail,inlow 
psitian. 
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Secf/on shown parff/fe/ 

L flop hinge poinf lo mode/ cenfe/ fine. 

IL 20.84 from T. E. of whg 
Sfafion 0 

F 

Sfuf/on 

P coordihfes 

0 
.fO 
-20 
.40 
.60 

/ .20 
/ .80 

2.40 
3.00 
3.60 
4.20 
5.00 

/o.oo 
15.00 
20.84 

Owf Lower 
surface surface 
-0.77 -0.77 
- .49 - .9/ 
- .36 - .96 
- ./6 - -99 
- .o/ -1.00 

.3/ - .99 
52 - .96 
.66 - .92 
.76 - .89 
.80 - -86 
.8/ - .83 
.80 - .80 
.54 - .54 
.29 - .29 

0 0 
Center of 1~. F. urc 

./5 -.77 ’ 
/ . E. rudius: 0.15 

Dimensions shown in percent wing chord. 

(u) Geomefric u’efui7.s of f/up. 

Figure 3. - Defuii’s of fhe s/offeu’, frui/ing-edge f/up. 
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Edge of s/at l/p 
-7. 

I , -CL , -d I I .I , , I .- 
I I- 1 I I I I I , 

i 

f. 

2.4 
-4.0 -3.2 -2.4 -/.6 -.8 0 .8 I.6 

Percenl wing chord ’ 

Section paru//e/ #o mode/ center line. 

Mode/ center /he 

+ Poinf ut which f/up hinge 
fine intersects sect/on p/one. 
F/up defiecffon, St, IS meusured 
p erpendicuhr fo flop hinge /he. 

This poinf on hinge line moves 
p&o//e/ fo mode/ center he. 

tbl Pufh of flap travef. 

Figure 3. - Concluded. . 



I , I 

0 ., I I I I I I III I I I I I I I I I l&I I I l-l I I I I I I I I 

-2 IIIIlIlI1IIIIIIIIIIIrl’llllllllll1~ 
m 4 

-4 0 4 8f2f6202428 J2 ~ .M 0 -.04 -.oB -M -16 ~20 -24 -28 
Angie of attack, u, ebg Wchihg-tmwtnt coeffti&# Cm 

0 .I .2 .3 .4 5 .6 .7 .8 
Drag rxefftcient, Co 

/al hbrthntat to/l in kw podthz *s, Oj sg, 0.426 F. 

~WU A - Effmt of hrizontat-tat/ tocathn an the adynamic characterhtttcs of the made/. 



0 

-2 
? 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 20 A6 12 .dB 114 0 -.W -A9 -A? 

Angie of attack, O, &g lwchklg-mnmenf rcmmktnt cm 

0 J 2 .3 .4 5 .6 7 E 
Drag coefftiient, CD 



. 

0 

-2 
-4 0 4 8 12 /62024LQ9 20 /6 J2 .09 04 0 -J% -09 -.L? 

Any& of attack, a, obg #awg-n?omtYIt LweffM~’ c, 

0 .I 2 3- .4 5 6 3 0 
Drag coeft%Gnt, CD 

(cl hbrhontat fall ln h&h p&ton. AI 0.50, c.g, 0.5/6K 

i=&w 4- t?olwIdeti. 
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/.8 

I.6 

I.4 

I I 
4 

72’ I I I I I 
./6 ./2 -08 .04 0 ~04 -.08 -./2 -./6 720 

Pl’fchhg-moment coefficient, Cm 

Figure 5.- Effect of vertical /ocofion of the horizonfd fuil on the 

Gn sfutic /ongitudhd siubih’ty of fhe mode/. o’c, c J 
CL./ 

-0.06; 

St, og /;, 0”. 

- - 



, . 

::4 
P 

$0 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 
Angle of otkck, e, dog 

I 

1 . 

32 

28 

24 

PO 

16 
‘, I 

IQ 

‘0 4 8 12 16 20 24 Qt? 
Anqfe of attuck, e, deg 

20 . 

16 

8 

4 

0 
0 4 8 I2 16 PO 24 28 

A&? of attack, a, deg 

. 

F&W 6.. V~I-IMNI d ovumpa eff&he ohwash mgib mti mgle of attack. 4, 0’. 



2 

0 

-2 

Httio L tiiiiitiiiiiiiii&TiiiiiiiAi/9PTk”iil 

I I I I I IA I “l/j I I I I I I I I VI Id I/- 

-4 0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 L39 A5 I2 08 .04 0 -.04 -08 -.&? -/6 -.20 -2’4 
Angfe of ottack, a, deg Fmi7g-.mament coefftim( c, 

0 .I 2 3 .4 5 .6 7 8 
bag iwetxicknt, c, 

. . 



0 

-4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 A6 J2 A9 .04 0 -.M 98 -.&? -16 20 94 
Angle of attack, a, deg p-menf ctxffisn~ c, 

0 J 2 3 .4 .5 fi 7 8 
Dmg &ficient, c, 



J’lllllllll IlrllJ 
12 m . 44 0 44 -08 -12 -.I6 -20 724 ~28 

“.1-L.- -_-. __.. - -Ir 0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 28 
Angle of aftock, a, deg rnmmg-mt coeffmen( Cm 

0 J 2 3 .4 5 8 .7 8 
Drag txWi?cient, C, 

I I 

’ I I ! 



2 I 

0 
-4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 219 12 .08 04 0 44 -09 -2 -J6 -20 -24 -28 

Angie of ottock, a, deg Pifchhg-mt coeA%imt, Cm 

’ 0 J 2’3 .4 .5 .6 i’ 8 
Dmg coefficient, CD 

F/&we Z- tAMhued, 



, 

-4 0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 28 12 .08 W 0 44. -DB -L? -93 -20 -24 -28 
Angie of attack, a, deg i%hhg-mmwnt coeffici&nt# c, 

0 .I .2 3 .4 5.6 7 8 
Drag efficient, CO 

Fkpn? X- Concluded. 

I 

I I 



I 

WI 
. I # L L l 

I.6 

I.4 

& /.2 

0 
0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 28 0 2 4 6 8 /O 

Angle of attack, u, deg Lift-drag ratio , L/D 

0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 
Drag co6 f ficien t , Co 

Figure 8.- Comparison of the lift and drag characteristics of a trimmed, triangular-wing (A, 2.0) 
a/ip/ane huvhg an a//-movable hofizontal tui;l / b$2 , 0) with those of 4 tfimmed, tailless, 

trianguhr- wing (A, 2.3) airplane. W/S, 30 pounds per square foot. 
. 



-2 

-.4 
-4 0 4 8 f2 I6 20 24 28 32 .36 40 12 LtV .04 0 -04 -08 -J2 

Angle of attack, a, deg Wchhg-mwwnt coeffkiennf, Cm 

0 ./ 2 3 .4 5 .6 .7 8 
Drag coefficient, C, 

F@ure 9 - Aemo’jnamb chmcttvLWs of a toithm, friongutar-ming airplne. A, 23. 

, , 
I 
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Movemenf of the voffex 
with incfeusing angle 
of offock. 

Pufh of travel of vorfex 
core wifh increusing angle 
of affuck. I 

Figure IO. - /nf/usnce of fhe separation vortices on the 
downwosh uf fhe hor,ionfa/ foil. 
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